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GEOPOETICS IN THE BIOSPHERE,
The month of July is dedicated to geopoetics in the Minett UNESCO Biosphere. We invite you to 
discover a young discipline that combines geography, geology and poetry with literature and thus dis-
cover our biosphere region in a different way.

You can actively participate in our geopoetic journey. In this newsletter you will find all the necessary 
details to be part of the project.

This month, two geopoets will discover the territory of the 11 PRO-SUD municipalities, forming the Mi-
nett UNESCO Biosphere.

The Italian writer and journalist Davide Sapienza visits the Minett and is accompanied by Robert Weis 
from Dudelange, researcher at the ‘Musée national d’histoire naturelle’.

Meet our geopets already:

On the 14th of July at 1.30 p.m. we invite you to an interesting conference in the large auditorium of 
the Maison du Savoir at the University of Belval.

Estelle Evrard and Lise Landrin, two geographers from the university, introduce us to the concept of 
the geography of emotions, and Davide Sapienza explains his path towards geopoetics.

Afterwards, Thomas Cauvin from C2DH will take the Italian writer for a walk through Belval, a town that 
is still in the process of change.

Register now to attend the conference and the walk.

On Sunday, the 18th of July, we have the pleasure to invite you to a geopoetic walk through the ex-
traordinary landscape of the Minett UNESCO Biosphere. 

Discover the core area «Brucherbierg-Lallengerbierg» from a geopoetic point of view, which Da-
vide Sapienza and Robert Weis will present to you. After the one-hour walking tour, we invite you to a 
brunch in the nature of the biosphere reserve.

The geopoetic explanations during the walk are in English. The number of participants is limited. Prior 
registration is required:

The core area «Léiffrächen» of the Minett UNESCO Biosphere is characterised by its landscape and 
natural wealth.

On Tuesday, the 27th of July, we invite you to discover geopoetics in this unique setting. Discover this 
scientific-literary discipline explained by the Italian author Davide Sapienza and the Luxemburgish geo-
logist Robert Weis and enjoy the sunset in the landscape of the «Léiffrächen».

The geopoetic walk lasts just over an hour and ends with a discussion of the impressions gained 
and a drink.
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http://www.minett-biosphere.com
https://inaturalist.minett-biosphere.lu/
https://minett-biosphere.com/en/news/rocklines-the-geopoets/
https://en.unesco.org/mab/50years
https://zfrmz.eu/tcylqoFDe1fRUN0JRjTd
https://minett-biosphere.com/en/news/eis-beem-hu-charakter/
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